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one of the first global urban duos to embrace jamaican and english roots, sade have long used dancehall, ragga, reggae and world music as a stylistic crutch, if not as a part of their identity, and elements of the latter three genres return in
abundance across the five excellent albums. (dancehall especially is synonymous with the sade sound.) the albums are saved by two british ex-protegés, keyboardist anthony "mats" dunning and drummer oliver "o.c." chester, whose roots-infused
playing is most evident on excellent 2s raucous samba of uh-oh, love has taught me to fly, and the album closes with the universe has a soul. various singles and b-sides from the excellent albums are all featured on this compilation with a couple
variations, and they showcase the ample breadth of sades rhythmic and compositional prowess. (its also great to hear a wider assortment of tracks than on the vinyl lp, which often only includes the singles and not all the alternate b-sides, and an
album cut like a million miles away feels a bit odd on vinyl when its available on compact disc.) these albums are so un-west-indie in their musical stylings that they might be the closest sade ever come to a concept album, though they veer as far

from western rock and r&b as blue country girl veered from soul music. the bass line on the sade classic un-lovely is a nod to the funk music of the mid-70s that soon began to seem like this bands first love. the beat on paradise is a very 80s-
sounding prog-funk groove that has the chaotic thwack of a record-pressing plant deck, but the song itself seems to celebrate that. its too bad the band didnt release the original demo version of sade you keep on coming back, which packs a few

unexpected twists in the middle of the song. (the verses are basically a heavy guitar and bass riff, while the chorus is synth and drums, then back and forth. its a fascinating thing to listen to.)
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love deluxe (1992, virgin)a the problem with the previous two sade albums
are that they seemed to be made with the expectation that the fan base had

already grown up and moved on from the carefree dance-infused r&b-pop
material of the 80s, and that the disc couldn't really appeal to anyone but a
very specific demographic. its a shame that its a little hard to get past the

idea that the new fans of the band might not really know who sade is, because
love deluxe is a very good album, with many of its songs being great songs,

even if they are not necessarily on par with some of the songs on diamond life
and promise. what sets sade apart from all other singers in the uk at the time

is that when they sing, they sing with full-bodied poise, with a sense of the
band in which they live. on the sweetest taboo, hales vocals are the greatest

example of this, but its in the guitar work that one can find this aching
adroitness, the way that matthewman always sounds like he is about to cry.
on love deluxe, hales synth-pop sound is unusually busy, and on cherish the

day he switches the piano sound on and off, changing from a flabby chord to a
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flinty one, as if he is playing and stopping himself from playing, unravelling
the rhythms of his heart and the music of his life. the most striking thing about

sade is their relationship with their audience. on stronger than pride they
seemed to want to shock, and this is evident in their gestures: from the way
they would stare at the camera with unreadable expressions during their live
performances, to the gothic make-up they wore. there was always an element
of danger to their music. the fact that their records sold so well, and that their
non-musical element of glamour attracted the media, made them seem like
strange, dangerous cocks. but on love deluxe, sade are far more intimate.
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